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Abstract

During the Hall A beam commissioning in late March and early April
2014, wide pedestal peaks were observed in the signal spectra of several
S2m scintillators on the Left HRS (LHRS). It was found that the effect
could be due to one or more of the patch panels along the data acquisition
path. The patch panels positions for the wide pedestal channels were
moved to other locations, which solved the problem for the remainder of
the Spring-2014 gmp commisioning run.

The problem of double peak behavior and wide pedestals returned
before the Fall-2014 commisioning run. The worse effect appeared in the
ADC spectrum acquired from the right side of the 8th paddle S2m (S2m-
8-R). A systematic approach was taken to understand these effects, and
is described in the following document. It was found that one (or more)
component along the data acquisition path causes a fluctuation in the
signal ground which results in broadening of the pedestal, and is believed
to arise from aging of the patch panels connections.

1 DAQ chains for each test
In attempt to understand the nature of the pedestal behavior, data was collected
from the right PMT of the LHRS S2 paddles while variating the data acquisition
(DAQ) stream from paddle 8 1. In the following we describe in detail the various
DAQ chain configurations.

1.1 Normal Configuration (10787 )
In the normal configuration (NC) all the right side PMTs of the S2 paddles are
connected to a mixer. Analog signals from the mixer are then transferred to
4 Patch Panels (PP), the first (PP1) positioned at the top level of the LHRS
(near the front-end electronics), the second (PP2) and third (PP3) under the
calorimeter, and the last (PP4) just by the ADC crate modules, from which the
signals are fed into the ADC for DAQ (see Fig. 1 ).

1The DAQ chain for the other channels was left unchanged during the study.
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Figure 1: Normal Configuration (NC). Dec-2014 gmp commissioning, run
10787,10789,10793

Figure 2: Empty Configuration (EC). Dec-2014 gmp commissioning, run 10788

1.2 Empty Configuration (10788 )
In order to examine the ADC pedestal independently, regardless of the DAQ
chain, data was also collected using the empty configuration (EC), in which all
signal cables were disconnected from the ADC (see Fig. 2 ).

1.3 Skipping All Patch-Panels Configuration (10790 )
To consider the PPs effect on the broadening of the pedestal, data was collected
with a configuration in which the analog signal from the mixer was delivered
directly to the ADC, Skipping All PPs (SAPPsC) (see Fig. 3 ).
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Figure 3: Skipping All Patch Panels Configuration (SAPPsC). Dec-2014 gmp
commissioning, run 10790

Figure 4: Disconnecting the signal cable after Patch Panel 2 Configuration
(DPP2C). Dec-2014 gmp commissioning, run 10794

1.4 Skipping a specific Patch-Panel Configuration (10794 )
Previous experience showed that the mixer and the PMT do not contribute to
the broadening of the pedestal 2. To consider the influence of PP1 and PP2,
data was collected with a configuration which included Disconnecting the signal
cable from the chain immediately after PP2 (DPP2C) (see Fig. 4 ).

1.5 Connecting New cable to bypass PP1 and PP2 (10795 )
The DPP2C results gave solid ground to the assumption that the pedestal broad-
ening arises from either PP1 or PP2 connections. Consequently, new cable was

2Disconnecting the cable from the chain immediately after the mixer gave the same results
as NC chain
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Figure 5: Connecting a new cable and bypassing PP1 and PP2, run
10795,10796,10797

Figure 6: Disconnecting the PMT and mixer, while retaining the new cable, run
10799

introduced to the DAQ chain, bypassing PP1 and PP2, and data was taken in
this configuration (see Fig. 5 ).

1.6 Disconnecting the signal and using the New cable (10799 )
To remove the PMT signal and mixer effects, further data was taken with the
new cable in the DAQ chain, with the signal disconnected immediately after the
mixer and replaced by a 50Ω termination (see Fig. 6 ).

1.7 Bypassing the mixer, PP1 and PP2 (10800 )
The final data set was collected with the PMT re-connected to the DAQ chain,
in a configuration which included delivering the PMT signal directly to PP3,
Bypassing the Mixer, PP1 and PP2 (BMPP12C) (see Fig. 7 ).
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Figure 7: Bypassing the mixer, patch panels 1 and 2, and delivering the PMT
signal directly to PP3, run 10800

2 Results
Fig. 8 presents the pedestal spectra for all the configurations above. Fig. 9
presents the pedestal RMS widths for these configurations.

3 Conclusions
We use the results obtained from this study to conclude that the ADC func-
tionality is un-harmed (as seen from EC data), and that the original chain
configuration (NC) presented a double-peaked behavior and a broadening of
the pedestal due to a bad connector in either PP1 or PP2 or the delay cable
connecting them, probably arising from aging of the connections on these patch
panels.

Such an aged disintegrating connector could cause a jitter in the patch panel
signal ground, resulting in a pedestal broadening that can not be compensated
using the RC-filtering before the signal is delivered to the ADC.

We infer that similar behavior of the pedestal can be observed sooner or
later in other aging patch panel connections, and we suggest refreshing all patch
panels connections as soon as possible.
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Figure 8: Pedestal spectra for the various configurations described in section 1.
The Empty Configuration data (run 10788 ) was scaled by a factor of 1/4 since
it was very high and narrow with respect to all other data.
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Figure 9: Pedestal RMS widths for the various configurations described in sec-
tion 1. Since the spectra did not fit a Gaussian distribution function, the re-
ported widths are the raw spectra RMS values. A green line emphasizes the
LHRS S2m 8th paddle rigth side, under study in this document.
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